NANOS's Got Talent!

Playbill

NANOS Talent Show
February 22, 2021
2:30pm MST / Virtual
Program

1. Richard Sogg
   Piano Performance

2. Joe Chacko
   Skateboarding

3. Greg Kosmorsky
   A Fashionable Foxtrot

4. Aimee Szewka
   "Take Care of This House"
   Vocal Performance

5. Danielle Iser
   "My NANOS"
   (Vocal Performance; a spin off of "My Man")

6. Irina Krikova
   Intercontinental Musical Project

7. Zachary Koretz
   Magic with Amazing Zachary

8. Melissa Ko
   "What a Wonderful Walsh"
   (Vocal performance; lyrics adapted by M. Ko)

9. Wesley Chan
   "Jenny of Oldstones"
   Vocal Performance
Fayçal Mokhtari
Piano Original Song

Prem Subramanian
The Long Horn Call
from Wagner’s Opera Siegfried

Sonalee Kulkarni
“Love Story”
Vocal Performance

Rudrani Banik
Bharatanatyam
(Classical Indian Dance)

Elizabeth Fortin
Musical Review of 2020
(on the violin with short narration)

Mays El-Dairi
“NANOS Smiles”
Photography

Hosted by

Melissa Ko
Peter Quiros